Rooftops
around
Europe

Buildings don’t have to be mundane and characterless, as frequent traveller
and photographer Mark Staples shows with these eye-catching images

With its white-washed houses and
their terracotta rooftops, it is not
hard to understand why Camara de
Lobos inspired Sir Winston Churchill
to paint its surroundings. The bay is
just five kilometres away from
Madeira's capital, Funchal

S

ince the advent of cheap flights to an ever
increasing number of destinations, travel
has never been easier or more affordable.
It’s certainly opened up possibilities for Suffolk teacher and photographer Mark Staples
as these images - all with a residential focus - show.
Mark’s interest in photography started in 2005, when
Australian friends visiting Suffolk took some snapshots
of fishing boats on Aldeburgh beach using a simple
digital compact. Inspired by these images and having
enjoyed drawing and painting as a youngster, Mark
hoped to rekindle his creativity by pursuing this newly
discovered interest in digital photography. He purchased a digital compact, which was soon to be superseded by bigger and better cameras as he wished to
learn more about the technical side of photography.
Positive feedback on his photos from friends, family
and colleagues fuelled his enthusiasm further.
Mark lives in Bury St Edmunds, where he balances his
love of teaching French and German with his passion
for photography. He describes himself as a self-taught,
amateur, hobby-photographer. He has learnt much
from reading books, surfing the Internet and from simply looking at other people's photographs with a critical
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You cannot fail
to notice the
abundance of
wooden
enclosed
'balconies'
above the busy
streets of the
Maltese capital
of Valletta

eye to see what makes it a good photo or not.
“My photography is a complete hobby and helps me
maintain a work-life balance,” he says. “As a linguist, I
naturally enjoy exploring other countries and their cultures. I have been lucky enough to travel to some
amazing places and am not happy unless I return from
a trip abroad with a memory card or two full of photos
that, I hope, give the viewer an insight into the local
colour of the area.”

Boutiques and apartments line the streets of the UNESCO World Heritage City of Dubrovnik, Croatia.
The old city is enclosed by a city wall. I composed this image to take advantage of the perspective created by the lines of the top of the buildings and windows.
Top left: Residential properties viewed from on high in Carcassonne, France. Filling the frame with the
random shapes and varying shades of these terracotta rooftops makes for an interesting shot

To see more of Mark’s
travel photos, visit
markstaples.co.uk. His
book, Portrait of Suﬀolk,
is available from most
local booksellers and
major online retailers.
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These riverside apartments reflect in the
Ljubljanica that flows through the
Slovenian capital of Ljubljana. Although not
necessarily the prettiest buildings that this
city has to offer, their reflections lead to great
symmetry which is pleasing to the eye

To help keep his travel memories
alive and share his photography
with friends and family, Mark set
up a website and has begun to
build up an impressive portfolio
of the places he has visited. He
particularly enjoys photographing monuments, landmarks and
landscapes where architecture is
a prominent feature and where
the challenge is to find an interesting point of view or composition. Browsing his website, it is
clear to see that he tends to
favour strong, vibrant colours,
and these have become a trademark of his work. It is thanks to
his website that Mark has been
able to promote his photography,
and his images have consequently been widely published
in regional and national magazines, in calendars, on postcards,
in travel guides and in tourist
brochures both here and abroad.
In April 2010, his first book was
published, Portrait of Suffolk.
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Unmistakably Venice, this image typifies
the Italian city for me; colourful houses
border the maze of narrow canals. A
passing gondola is the icing on the cake
This 'Gasthof' or inn is a fine example of
traditional Austrian architecture. It’s at the
foot of the Untersberg mountain, near
Salzburg. I was attracted to the colourful
murals and bright flowers and balconies,
and to the autumnal shades at either end
of the frame. I used a polarising filter to
help enhance the colours

A selection of country
homes in Suffolk and
North Essex
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